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******

Based on the approval of the Research Board, the list of journals has been revised and the same has been uploaded in the web page of Centre for Research on 10th April 2021. The Centre has uploaded two list of Journals such as Annexure- I and Annexure- II. Annexure I is applicable for Scholars joined for the Ph.D. Programme from January 2021 onwards. Annexure -II is applicable for the scholars who had joined till December, 2020.

The synopsis of the scholars will be accepted based on the revised list of journals from 10th April 2021 onwards. It is also approved in the Research Board that, “The scholar should be permitted to submit her/his synopsis either with a published paper or with an acceptance of the paper with DOI number”. The synopsis shall be accepted only when the scholar has published atleast one research article after joining the programme in the regular issue of the refereed impact factor journals in the field of specialization based on his/her research work as first author or second author (if the Supervisor is first author) or one patent granted based on his/her research work. The content of the published paper should be within the scope of the Journal. The corresponding author shall be either scholar or supervisor or joint supervisor. The scholar shall not publish research articles with similar contents in part or full in more than one Journal, which would result in self Plagiarism.

However, the centre accepts the Synopsis of those scholars who have already communicated / received acceptance / Published the research article, in the previous list of journals before 10th April 2021. The centre accepts the synopsis of those scholars only up to 31st March 2022. For Supervisor recognition, the publication shall be based on the revised list of journals in the Annexure-I from 10th April,2021.
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